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CANADA RANKS 1ST
IN G7 FOR QUALITY
OF LIFE 2

1.3M

OPEN UP TO A HOST
OF NEW CONNECTIONS

Businesses1

$2.0T

Total GDP1

IEEE sponsors more than 1,600 conferences
worldwide each year — and when they’re
hosted in Canada, it seems that the whole world
takes notice. It’s no wonder why. With our vast
landscapes, diverse cities and culture, dynamic
culinary and entertainment experiences and
unique opportunities to explore groundbreaking
ideas, Canada leads the way in hosting
memorable, content-rich conferences.

2
CANADA RANKS 2 ND IN
G7 IN OVERALL BEST
COUNTRY RANKINGS 2

Established institutions and startups across the
country are driving a range of economic sectors
beyond the modern age and into the future.
When conference-goers meet in our hubs, they
can tap into Canada’s brain trust, connect with
some of our brightest minds, preview madein-Canada solutions to the world’s greatest
challenges and explore Canadian technologies
powering the future during B2B exchanges,
technical tours and more.

Business events play a crucial role in economic growth. When
destinations focus on their intellectual assets in a particular industry or
sector sphere, they can help local industries accelerate ahead of those in
other communities to become leaders in their field. By aligning our
strategies with Canada’s leading innovation industries, we are creating a
thoughtful, community-based approach to business event attraction that
unites tourism, industry, academia, government and economic
development agencies — lifting up culture, art, community confidence and
pride, and ultimately, innovation.”

businesseventscanada.ca

There is no substitute for the creativity and energy that ignites when groups of
like-minded people come together in the same place. When organizations choose
to host their event in one of Canada’s centres of excellence, they not only gain
access to some of the world’s safest, greenest, creative and culturally diverse and
dynamic destinations — they also gain access to their industry’s thought leaders
and innovators. These opportunities not only promote the transfer of knowledge,
but can lead to collaboration, talent attraction, trade, investment and future
leisure travellers. Such is the power of business events as a catalyst for
economic nourishment and social and cultural change.”

#meetincanada
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CHANTAL STURK-NADEAU
Executive Director, Destination Canada Business Events

Destination Canada’s Business Events team is
excited to partner with IEEE to shine a light on
the groundbreaking research and technological
advancements that makes Canada a competitor
on the world stage, as well as an innovation
leader. Custom-made for IEEE members,
we hope you find this a valuable resource
to grow your organizations.
Isn’t it time for you to meet with purpose
in Canada? Connect with us to learn how.
businessevents@destinationcanada.com

VIRGINIE DE VISSCHER
Senior Director of Business Development, Economic Sectors, Destination Canada Business Events
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CANADA’S PRIORITY ECONOMIC SECTORS
›

Technology

›

Advanced Manufacturing

›
›
›
›

Life Sciences

Natural Resources
Agribusiness

Finance and Insurance

THE POWER
OF HOSTING AN
IEEE CONFERENCE
IN CANADA
It was an easy decision to bid to bring OCEANS 2024 to Halifax, thanks to
the tremendous support from industry, research institutes, government
and all sectors of the blue economy. Halifax’s vibrant and growing ocean
technology community also made the city a natural choice for this
world-renowned conference — not to mention a new, state-of-the-art
convention centre that’s steps from the ocean and the overall charm of
the city.”

We’ve hosted numerous events in cities across Canada, including
Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Halifax. Each one has given
researchers the chance to present their work to world-renowned experts,
receive feedback that can take their ideas to the next level and make new
connections and collaborations for future projects. It’s also easy to attract
attendees from across the country and around the world, thanks to the
wide range of activities that they can enjoy between sessions.”

CHRISTOPHER WHITT
Project Manager at JASCO Applied Sciences
2021-2022 IEEE Oceanic Engineering Society President

4

FABRICE LABEAU
Deputy Provost, McGill University, Montreal
2014-2015 IEEE Vehicular Technology Society President
2018-2019 IEEE Sensors Council President

#meetincanada
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By leveraging local scientific and industry expertise, we’ve been able to host truly
meaningful IEEE conferences in Canada. We’ve enriched conference programming
with presentations from local thought leaders, as well as through collaborative
networking sessions, lab visits, technical tours and more.”

businesseventscanada.ca

JASON GU
Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, School of Biomedical
Engineering, Dalhousie University, Halifax
IEEE Canada President, 2020-2021
IEEE Region 7 Director, 2020-2021

5

IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to
advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. IEEE sponsors more than
1,600 annual conferences and events in 96 countries, attracting more than
400,000 attendees from around the world. A large number of these conferences
are hosted every year in several Canadian cities, bringing benefits to them and
creating business for convention centres, hotels, restaurants, transportation and
tourism. And from a conference perspective, it provides a platform for the scientific
exchange of ideas, the identification of future trends in technologies and
the illumination of business opportunities.”
DR. WAHAB ALMUHTADI
P.Eng., SMIEEE, EIC Fellow
President, IEEE Consumer Technology Society (CTSoc)
Professor, and Coordinator, BIT- Optical Systems & Sensors program,
Algonquin College - Carleton University Joint Program, Ottawa

IEEE Canada
A MAJOR MILESTONE:
CELEBRATING
YEARS
IEEE Canada’s origins date back to 1903, when the first
Canadian section of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers (AIEE) was formed in Toronto. In a quest
to better serve the needs of Canadian electrical and
computer engineers, the Canadian Society of Electrical and
Computer Engineers (CSECE) and IEEE Region
7 amalgamated into a single organization — IEEE Canada
— in 1995.

25+

1876

6

1866

businesseventscanada.ca

IEEE Canada has a long history of achievements in
electrical, electronic and computer engineering. Here’s a
snapshot of some of the remarkable strides that have been
made throughout the decades.

#meetincanada
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A WEALTH OF
ACHIEVEMENTS

1866: The first transatlantic telegraph cable was
established between Ireland and Newfoundland.
(IEEE Newfoundland-Labrador)

7

1950
1953
1982

Alexander Graham Bell transmitted human voices from Brantford,
Ontario to Paris, Ontario, using electrified wires. This accomplishment
helped to establish the electric speaking telephone as an effective
method of communication. (IEEE Hamilton)

Drs. Wilfred Bigelow and John Callaghan paced the heart of a dog using
an external electronic pacemaker-defibrillator having implanted electrodes
at the University of Toronto. The device was developed by Dr. John Hopps
at the National Research Council of Canada. This work paved the way
for the use of cardiac pacemakers in humans. (IEEE Toronto)

The first television broadcast in Western Canada was transmitted from
the CBC Transmitter Site by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s
CBUT Channel 2. This was instrumental in the subsequent establishment
of the more than 1,000 public and private television broadcasting sites
that serve Western Canada today. (IEEE Ottawa)
When an aircraft crashed into the mountains of British Columbia, a
Canadian ground station in Ottawa located it using the Cospas-Sarsat
satellite system — marking the first-ever search and rescue using satellite
technology. After search and rescue teams were dispatched, all on board
were rescued. Since then, tens of thousands of lives have been saved
around the world using this transformative technology. (IEEE Vancouver)
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THE MARITIMES

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
NOVA SCOTIA
NEW BRUNSWICK

CANADA’S
SUPERCLUSTER
EXPERTISE

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
Based in Ontario and led by the non-profit Next Generation
Manufacturing Canada, the Advanced Manufacturing
Supercluster is building next-generation manufacturing
capabilities by incorporating technologies like robotics and 3D
printing. The supercluster is positioning Canadian companies
to lead industrial digitalization, maximizing competitiveness
and participation in global markets. Around the world,
“Made in Canada” is recognized as excellence in innovative
manufacturing. https://www.ngen.ca/
To date, the Advanced Manufacturing Supercluster has been
involved in more than 90 projects, with a total project value
of over $350M. This has directly supported approximately
1,110 jobs. Organizations that have supported the supercluster
include MaRS, Communitech, Mitacs, Aéro Montréal, CRIAQ,
IBM and Hockeystick.

When small-, medium- and large-sized companies, academic institutions
and non-profit organizations come together to generate bold ideas, regional
innovation systems are transformed.
Harnessing the power of collaborative R&D and a $950M investment by
the Government of Canada matched by the private sector unlocks the
power of data-driven innovation across a spectrum of industries that make
up Canada’s five superclusters: digital technologies, protein industries,
advanced manufacturing, artificial intelligence (AI) and blue ocean science.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Based in Vancouver, the Digital Technology Supercluster
is a cross-industry collaboration of diverse health-care,
communications, natural resources, technology and
transportation businesses that co-invest in ambitious,
business-led R&D projects focused on transformational
digital technologies to solve some of industry’s and society’s
biggest problems. https://www.digitalsupercluster.ca

A consortium of private entities, research centres, academia
and high-potential startups, the Montréal-based Scale AI
supercluster is the central pillar of Canada’s AI ecosystem,
which identifies cross-sector collaborative projects, and
provides funding and expert guidance to strengthen and
improve the productivity of supply chains through the
integration and responsible use of AI. https://www.scaleai.ca/

OCEAN ECONOMY
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PROTEIN INDUSTRIES
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Protein Industries Canada (PIC) is an industry-led non-profit
created to position Canada as a global source of high-quality
plant protein and plant-based coproducts. Located in Regina,
Saskatchewan, PIC works with private-sector industry partners
to create co-investment projects with the potential to increase
production and processing, develop new and expand existing
export markets, and scale Canadian agriculture businesses.
https://www.proteinindustriescanada.ca/supercluster

Canada is growing the ocean economy in a way that has never
been done before. Leaders in fisheries, aquaculture, defence,
offshore resources, marine renewables, bioresources, shipping
and ocean technology are coming together under the Ocean
Supercluster umbrella to develop and commercialize solutions
to shared challenges — together advancing Canada’s position
as a global leader in the blue ocean economy.
Anchored in Atlantic Canada and focusing on digital sensors
and monitoring, autonomous marine vehicles, energy
generation, automation, marine biotechnology and marine
engineering technologies, Canada’s Ocean Supercluster
harnesses emerging technologies to change the way
business in the ocean economy is conducted.
https://oceansupercluster.ca/

TECHNOLOGY

IEEE CONFERENCES
IEEE International New
Circuits and Systems
Conference (NEWCAS)

ic.gc.ca

12

›

AI

›

Digital media and interaction entertainment

›

4-

montrealinternational.com

5-

herjavecgroup.com

September 2022

Québec City, Quebec

Edmonton, Alberta

›

IEEE International
Symposium on Antennas
and Propagation and
CNC/URSI Radio Science
Meeting

May 2024
Vancouver, British Columbia

July 2025
Ottawa, Ontario

Cybersecurity

SUCCESS STORIES

Telecommunications technologies

Calgary’s White Whale is a data technology
company building AI analytics solutions that
empower businesses to make sound, data-driven
decisions. Its flagship solution, DeepSea, is used
in several industries, including energy, health and
wellness, aviation, defence and professional sports.
Montréal is the world’s fifth-largest (and Canada’s
largest) video game hub, and is a world leader in
visual effects (VFX) and animation.4

businesseventscanada.ca

This leadership makes Canada’s technology
hubs natural draws for hosting world-renowned
business events — as does the country’s
exceptional conference infrastructure and
exciting experiences available for delegates
to enjoy between sessions.

3-

June 2022

IEEE Conference
on Computer
Communications
(INFOCOM 2024)

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS

#meetincanada
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Technology is among the fastest-growing
economic sectors in Canada. More than 41,500
tech companies are based in Canada and there
are over 919,000 tech workers that represent
a growing and diverse talent pool. Despite the
significant impact of the COVID-19 pandemic,
the technology sector has continued to thrive
in Canada. In fact, it has outperformed the
Canadian economy in output, employment
and innovation growth.3

IEEE 47th Conference on
Local Computer Networks
(LCN)

6-

waterlooedc.ca

13

Toronto’s Herjavec Group has been ranked as one of
the most innovative cybersecurity companies thanks
to its leading-edge response to a changing threat
landscape that goes beyond hackers to include state
actors and organized crime.5
Headquartered in Ottawa, Shopify’s R&D centre of
excellence is driving innovation in AI/ML (machine
learning) and robotics toward the $1B development of
its North American network of fulfillment centres.
Among its many applications, Northern Digital
technology, headquartered in Waterloo, is the
foundation of some of the most progressive
surgical navigation systems in medicine, facilitating
computer-guided surgery and therapy. One of the
company’s products can track a moving object as
small as a blood cell from six metres away.6

LEADERS

EDMONTON

KELOWNA
VANCOUVER
HALIFAX

VICTORIA

CALGARY

SASKATOON

WINNIPEG

QUÉBEC CITY

MONTRÉAL
WATERLOO
TORONTO OTTAWA

LIFE
SCIENCES
IEEE CONFERENCES

7-

tradecommissioner.gc.ca

14

›

Artificial intelligence in health

›

Medtech and medical devices

›
›
›
›

IEEE-RAS 19th
International Conference
on Humanoid Robotics
(Humanoids)

June 2019

October 2019

Toronto, Ontario

Toronto, Ontario

IEEE Nanotechnology
Materials and Devices
Conference (NMDC)
December 2021
Vancouver, British Columbia

IEEE Nuclear Science
Symposium and Medical
Imaging Conference
(NSS/MIC)
November 2023
Vancouver, British Columbia

Infectious disease research

SUCCESS STORIES

Neuroscience

LEADERS

Researchers at the Li Ka Shing Institute of
Virology at the University of Alberta codeveloped
the world’s first oral antiviral treatment for hepatitis
B. In 2020, Edmonton-based Dr. Michael
Houghton, the Canada Excellence Research
Chair in Virology, was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine for his discovery of the
hepatitis C virus.9

Pharmaceuticals and biotechnology
Regenerative medicine

businesseventscanada.ca

This intellectual capital makes Canada one of
the world’s most sought-after destinations for
life sciences conferences. When delegates
meet here, they can tap into the country’s brain
trust and connect with some of the leading
experts in the sector. In addition, there are 64
professionals across the country who hold the
Healthcare Meeting Compliance Certification,
enabling them to better support meetings in the
health-care and pharmaceutical sector.8

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS:

#meetincanada
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Canada has made incredible breakthroughs
and strides in the life sciences sector, from
the discovery of insulin to the world’s first
pacemaker. Thanks to a large pool of highly
skilled professionals, world-class companies,
leading health institutions, acclaimed academic
institutions and strong cross-industry
collaboration, Canada continues to lead the way
in creating a healthier world.7

IEEE 16th International
Conference on
Rehabilitation Robotics
(ICORR)

8-

mpi.org

15

EDMONTON

CHARLOTTETOWN

VANCOUVER

Medicago, based in Québec City, is a clinicalstage biopharmaceutical company specializing in
the development of new vaccines and therapeutic
proteins and a world-leader in the production of
plant-based vaccines and antibodies.10

CALGARY
SASKATOON

HALIFAX
WINNIPEG

QUÉBEC CITY

MONTRÉAL
TORONTO OTTAWA

Among the full complement of cell biology
research tools in STEMCELL Technologies’
Vancouver arsenal is CAR T-cell therapy, a rapidly
emerging immunotherapy that seeks out and
destroys cancerous cells to effectively target
and treat types of leukemia.
A University Health Network AI scientist in
Toronto developed a platform to track changes in
the genetic structure of the COVID-19 virus. Before
the development of the COVID-19 Genotyping
Tool, analysis of the virus could take up to a week.
Using the AI-driven platform, this analysis now
takes minutes.11

9-

ualberta.ca

10-

medicago.com

11-

uhn.ca

ADVANCED
MANUFACTURING
IEEE CONFERENCES
IEEE International
Conference on Robotics
and Automation (ICRA)
Montreal, Quebec

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS:
›

Advanced robotics

›

Aerospace and defence

›
›

Additive manufacturing

July 2024

June 2025
Toronto, Ontario

Ottawa, Ontario

October 2022

IEEE ISIE - International
Symposium on Industrial
Electronics

SUCCESS STORIES

Cold weather testing

Located in Winnipeg, the GE Aviation Testing
Research and Development Centre was created
to perform development and certification testing
of GE Aviation’s fleet of aeroengines. Since then,
the centre’s original focus has expanded into
other areas, such as bird, dust and hail ingestions
and endurance testing.12

Ottawa-based Gastops Ltd. provides system
monitoring solutions to the aerospace industry
to lower operating costs, enhance reliability and
dispatch availability, and improve safety. As a
supplier for Lockheed Martin, Gastops’ sensors
are installed on each of the company's F-35
aircrafts.15

New technology from Waterloo-based Darwin-AI
— called Explainable AI — provides inspection and
defect detection and adaptive factory automation
to help manufacturers enable new processes,
create greater efficiencies and improve
profitability. Companies like Audi and Lockheed
Martin have used the technology to advance their
manufacturing and automation innovation.13

A new collaboration between the Calgary-based
robotics company Attabotics and AI/ML partners
AltaML and Amii is helping to improve AI/ML
capabilities for supply chains.16

17

LEADERS

Electric vehicle maker BYD opened its first bus
assembly plant north of Toronto to produce
zero-emission vehicles for the Toronto Transit
Commission.14

CALGARY
EDMONTON

1216

IEEE Nuclear and
Space Radiation Effects
Conference (NSREC)

Winnipeg, Manitoba

businesseventscanada.ca

Combine this expertise with Canada’s
legendary experiences, diversity of
accommodations and ease of travel,
and there’s little wonder why organizations
from around the globe choose to host their
conferences in the country’s advanced
manufacturing hubs each year.

May 2019

#meetincanada
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A global manufacturing industry leader,
Canada is leveraging its homegrown ingenuity,
a strong commitment to research and
development, and a highly educated and
skilled workforce to drive the advanced
manufacturing sector beyond the modern age
and into the future. Advancements in areas
such as robotics, automation and additive
manufacturing have far-reaching applications
in Canadian industry sectors — from aerospace
and defence to agriculture
and pharmaceuticals.

IEEE International
Conference on Wireless
for Space and Extreme
Environments (WiSEE)

economicdevelopmentwinnipeg.
com

13-

darwinai.com

14-

en.byd.com

WINNIPEG

MONTRÉAL
TORONTO OTTAWA

15-

gastops.com

16-

altaml.com

NATURAL
RESOURCES
IEEE CONFERENCES
IEEE - IAS/PCA Cement
Industry Technical
Conference

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS:
›

Cleantech

›

Forestry

›
›
›

nrcan.gc.ca

18

18-

nrcan.gc.ca

19-

greengatepower.com

20-

Vancouver, British Columbia

September 2024
Halifax, Nova Scotia

December 2021

Calgary’s Greengate Power Corp. is developing
the Travers Solar Project, which will be one of
North America’s largest solar power projects,
generating as much as 400 megawatts at
peak times, enough to supply more than
100,000 homes.19

Oceans

norcat.org

November 2022

OCEANS24 - IEEE and
Marine Technology
Society (MTS)

SUCCESS STORIES

Mining and minerals

Sudbury is a proven testing site for the
adoption of battery/electric vehicles and
technologies for the mining industry. The city’s
NORCAT Underground Test Mine serves as a
unique training facility, as well as a testing and
demonstration site for mining innovation. 20
Ocean Networks Canada, based in Victoria,
developed the Neptune and Venus projects, the
first regional underwater ocean observatories
to connect directly to the internet. Its data is
available for analysis and to inform policymakers
about anything concerning coastal communities
and the health of their ecosystems. 21

#meetincanada

17-

IEEE Photonics
Conference (IPC)

Toronto, Ontario

Energy
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With expertise across a spectrum of innovation
industries, Canadian ocean science, forestry,
mining, cleantech and energy hubs are a natural
draw for conferences across a wide range of
natural resources sub-sectors. This expertise,
along with the country’s vast landscapes,
diverse culture and dynamic experiences, make
Canada a popular destination for resourcefocused business events.

Calgary, Alberta

businesseventscanada.ca

Canada has an abundance of natural resources.
These industries provide jobs, support growth
and help ensure prosperity for residents across
the country.17 In fact, natural resources directly
and indirectly accounted for 16.9% of Canada’s
nominal GDP and 1.9 million jobs in 2019.18

May 2017

3rd International
Symposium on Smart and
Healthy Cities (ISHC), IEEE
Computer Society

21-

22-

fdiintelligence.com

fdiintelligence.com

19

The Port of Québec, via its Laurentia project,
is spending $775M to create the most
environmentally and technologically advanced
cargo-handling facility in North America. It will be
the only inland terminal on the North American
continent capable of handling the next generation
of large cargo vessels. 22
LEADERS

FREDERICTON
WHITEHORSE
YELLOWKNIFE

SAINT JOHN

ST. JOHN'S

CHARLOTTETOWN

VANCOUVER
VICTORIA

CALGARY

EDMONTON
REGINA

HALIFAX
QUÉBEC CITY

SUDBURY

AGRIBUSINESS

IEEE CONFERENCE
IEEE International Instrumentation and
Measurement Technology Conference
(I2MTC)

Agritech

›

Nutraceuticals

›
›

In Portage la Prairie, near Winnipeg, Roquette
has invested $600M to build the world’s largest
pea protein processing facility. The plant
processes yellow peas into powdered fibres, as
well as protein and starch for applications in the
pharmaceutical, nutrition and food sectors. 23

Crop sciences and protein processing
Value-added food and beverage processing

24-

landviewdrones.com

CHARLOTTETOWN

KELOWNA

CALGARY

SASKATOON

REGINA

Québec City is making events more sustainable
in many ways, such as through eco-friendly food
and beverage options available at the Québec
City Convention Centre. All food is made from
scratch, water for events is provided in glass
bottles, stir sticks from coffee are made
of wood and extra food goes to shelters
and transition homes.

roquette.com

21

EDMONTON

In Charlottetown, Honibe has developed the only
pure dried honey in the world proven to retain all
of honey’s naturally occurring health benefits.
Its all-natural lozenges, vitamins and wellness
products use unfiltered PEI honey to support
health and wellbeing. 25

2320

LEADERS

Edmonton’s LandView Drones is merging AI with
agriculture to help farmers monitor the health
of their crops. AI software is also being used to
detect potential health issues at large-scale cattle
and pig farms. 24

businesseventscanada.ca
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Easy to access, culturally diverse and a dynamic
hub of agri-sector-driven technologies, Canada
is top choice for global business events and
conferences.

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS:
›

May 2022
Ottawa, Ontario

SUCCESS STORIES

#meetincanada

Home to abundant natural resources, the
world’s largest freshwater supply, diverse plant,
animal and marine life and more, Canada is
feeding the world today and into the future.
Canada also boasts strong collaboration
between government, universities, health
institutions and industry, world-class regulatory
and food inspection standards, and cuttingedge research focused on innovative growing
practices, products and technologies.

25-

honibe.com

WINNIPEG

NIAGARA REGION
TORONTO

QUÉBEC CITY

FINANCE
AND INSURANCE
IEEE CONFERENCE
5th International Conference on Industrial
Economics System and Industrial Security
Engineering (IEIS)

Banking

›

Insurance

›
›

Thanks to Toronto’s investments in AI and
advanced machine learning, HSBC opened its
first global Data Centre of Excellence in the city.
The energy-efficient lab employs 50 skilled AI
professionals, technologists, co-op students
and interns. 26

Fintech

Investment management

Socially responsible investing is core to
investing at Vancity Investment Management.
The Vancouver-based company chooses and
manages their investments based in part on a
company’s environmental, social and governance
policies and actions. This not only allows clients
to make investment decisions that align with their
values, but also helps achieve stronger long-term
financial performance.

businesseventscanada.ca

It should come as no surprise that the country
offers major appeal for meeting and event
planners focused on these industries.
When conference goers meet in Canada’s
finance and insurance hubs, they can tap
into the country’s brain trust and explore
Canadian technologies powering the future
of finance and insurance during B2B
exchanges, technical tours and more.

LIST OF SUB-SECTORS:
›

VANCOUVER

CALGARY

27-

prnewswire.com

QUÉBEC CITY
MONTRÉAL
TORONTO

Intact Assurance, the Big Data Research Centre
and Institute Intelligence and Data at Université
Laval in Québec City have collaborated on a
research and development product that will create
new technologies in the insurance sector that
allow computers to efficiently extract information
from text documents, identify concepts in images,
control sensor data and more. 28

newswire.ca

23

LEADERS

ATB Financial, based in Alberta, was the first
financial institution in Canada to use blockchain
technology to complete an overseas payment in
a matter of seconds. 27

2622

August 2018
Toronto, Ontario

SUCCESS STORIES

#meetincanada
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Canada boasts a strong, globally competitive
finance and insurance sector. In fact,
the country’s banking system ranks second
in the G20 and sixth among 141 countries,
according to the 2019-20 World Economic
Forum Global Competitiveness Index.
Home to six of the world’s top 50 safest banks,
Canada is also considered to have one of the
most stable financial systems. In addition,
four Canadian cities are among the top
fintech hubs in the world.

28-

iid.ulaval.ca

© Laura Penwell

WHY CANADA
FOR IEEE
CONFERENCES
Business events are a fundamental source of
learning and information sharing. When events
are hosted in Canada, IEEE members have
the chance to shine a light on their field of
expertise and showcase their cutting-edge
research. Conferences can also open doors to
new connections and collaborations.

By hosting an IEEE event in Canada, members
have the power to influence the programming
and shape the content of conferences.
Business events can support the next
generation of leaders, providing opportunities
for career advancement and helping students
build critical leadership skills.

24

Business events can be tremendous catalysts
for stimulating economic recovery in the
wake of COVID-19, especially for major urban
centres across the country.

businesseventscanada.ca

Leadership across a spectrum of industries
makes Canada a competitor on the world
stage. Business events accelerate progress
and provide a platform to spark new ideas and
powerful innovations.

Canada’s dynamic cities and urban innovation
centres provide endless opportunities to fill
agendas with activities that celebrate the
culture, cuisine and vast landscapes of our
country — and are known to attract delegates
from around the world.

#meetincanada
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Conferences can lead to new funding
opportunities from those around the world with
investment resources, helping experts continue
to take their work to the next level.

25

Interested in hosting an IEEE conference in
Canada? Connect with us to learn how.
businessevents@destinationcanada.com

NO ONE KNOWS CANADA
LIKE WE DO
Destination Canada’s Business Events Team offers in-depth
knowledge of Canada. Our team can help you deliver compelling
content audiences want to consume when they meet in Canada.
Connect with us for solutions and support on the fundamentals of
meeting in Canada, including where to meet and recommended
innovation hubs best suited to your specific event. Allow us to
make introductions to our cross-country network of meeting and
event partners, oceans sector experts, leaders and innovators,
and those who can help champion your event, augment your
program, grow your membership and event audiences, and
deliver a return on your event investment.
Consider Destination Canada your first point of contact when
considering Canada for your event.
FIND OUT MORE
→ businesseventscanada.ca
→ #meetincanada

Virginie De Visscher
Senior Director, Business Development, Economic Sectors
DeVisscher.Virginie@destinationcanada.com
+1 204 802 0920

Read Sutton
Business Development Manager, Economic Sectors
sutton.read@destinationcanada.com
+1 403 598 7182
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